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Board of Directors:
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John Anderson, The CEO advantage
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Mark Lichtman, ZenaComp Inc.
Todd Kananen, Todd Patrick Design
Tonya Acha, Referral Institute
Carol Hofgartner, Art Road Founder
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John Kuderik, CPA Kuderik & Associates
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Phil Ohman, Raymond James & Associates
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FacebooK: Art Road Nonprofit
Instagram: ARTROAD_DETROIT
Twitter: Art Road
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DETROIT and all of Southeastern Michigan is a hub of CREATIVITY

ART is in our DNA…
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But ART is disappearing from our schools.
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The need for Art Road

LIFE WITHOUT ART CLASS WOULD BE GREY
There is a creativity crisis across the United States. Across the country more and more schools are
eliminating art class in k-12 education.
Only 40% of Detroit Public Schools have art class. Down 80% from 10 years ago.
According to an article in which Art Road was featured, by Michael Hodges in 2010, Detroit News .
Art Road gets calls from across the country and from teachers in Southeastern Michigan that hear
of our exceptional art program and wish for us to bring our art program to their school.
Budget cuts have ignored the fact that students with art education classes have better test scores
Children that participate in arts programs have also shown an increased love of learning and
develop a greater ability to be prepared for the workplace of tomorrow.
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Art Road’s Mission: Bringing Art Class Back Into Schools

Art Road’s Vision:
That children throughout Southeastern Michigan have access to art instruction.

Art Road’s Guiding Principles:
Artistic Excellence, Personal Expression and Engaged
“Every child is an artist…the problem is how to remain an
artist once we grow up”
Pablo Picasso

“Arts participation – in school or in the workplace –
strengthens our ‘creativity muscles,’ which builds our
creativity – the fuel that drives innovation.”
Americans for the Arts
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What we do
Sparking The Minds of Our Next Generation of Creative Thinkers
Art Road provides the best art instructors and art projects at a very
sophisticated level. Including exceptional art materials, passionate
volunteers and brilliant guest artists in various art professions. Art program
coordination all school year long to schools that lack art in their curriculum.
We have established and dedicated art rooms at Thomas Edison Elementary
School, Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Sciences and Charles L. Spain
Elementary School and our goal is to grow to additional Title One Schools
that lack art in their curriculum.
Kimberly Holback, an exceptional fine artist was our art instructor at
Charles Wright on Mondays and Wednesdays and Spain Elementary on
Tuesdays throughout the school year from 8am -3pm. Kimberly instructed
over 450 students each week.

YuTung Hou, Cranbrook Academy of Art Graduate and gifted artist was
our art instructor at Thomas Edison Elementary School on Fridays from
8:30am-3:30 pm throughout the school year. YuTung instructed over 150
students each week.
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Who we serve
Since 2004, Art Road has served over 7,700 students with visual art instruction in schools that lack art in
their curriculum. Students that are budding artists that deserve the richness of Art Road’s Art Program.
Art Road student population: 98% African American 2% Hispanic/Latino/White
2015-2016 School Year Art Road brought art class back into the following schools for the entire school year:
Thomas Edison Elementary School:
299 students kindergarten through fifth grade including special needs students.

Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Sciences:
512 students kindergarten through fifth grade including special needs students.

Charles L. Spain Elementary School:
366 students kindergarten through fifth grade including special needs students.
NOTE:
All three schools are Title I Public Schools in Detroit that lack art in their curriculum. Title I school, at least 40% of school
students must be from low-income families who qualify under the United States Census’s definition of low-income, according
to the U.S. Department of Education.
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Why is Art Road worthy of investment

“These beautiful pieces of art in this building create a certain dynamic for employees. They’re thought provoking … they help us
look beyond the obvious.”
Peter Zieringer, President and Chief Executive Officer , Mercedes-Benz Financial Services

“We support organizations like Art Road because we feel that art education is an integral part of a well-rounded education
curriculum and is critical to developing the creators and innovators of the future, while Mercedes-Benz Financial Services has
supported art education for quite some time, we are pleased to see the renewed interest in art as a vital aspect of a child’s
development and hope that this will help organizations like Art Road continue to grow.”
Greg Ruvolo, Manager, Community Relations and Online Communications, Mercedes-Benz Financial Services

“We chose this organization because as artists we are passionate about our art and believe all children need an artistic outlet
through art programs which enhances a child’s educational experience. It pains most artists to see art programs disappear from
our schools. We want to see art classes back in public schools not just in Detroit but statewide. Our goal is to make that a reality.
We strive to create a space where artists can use their talents to help reach that goal”.
Allison Key, Director, The Michigan Glass Project

“We try to do things in Detroit to help kids – things that are organic and true. Art, music, food are the heartbeat of every city…Not
that it’s dead in Detroit, but it needs to be re-nurtured…It’s a huge responsibility to give back when we can, I haven’t touched a
paintbrush, unless it’s on a wall, since I was a kid their age…We got to do something different and meet these wonderful, fearless
kids.”
Doug Hewitt, Executive Chief, Chartreuse Kitchen & Cocktails
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IMPACT: What the Principals are saying about Art Road

“All of our students may not achieve at the level that we may want them to academically, but art gives them another way to
express themselves, it gives them another sense of motivation to come to school, to come in and show their talents and for
them to feel successful . And so that’s why art and Art Road has been just a significant component to every day at Edison
Elementary…Art has definitely been a monumental tool as far as our kids on a social platform, the students are able to not
only express themselves, but also share their ideas, their feelings, and it creates a sense of togetherness because students who
may not get along, they see some commonalities with another student just based on their art projects” .
Marcus Davenport, Principal Thomas Edison Elementary School

“Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science is overwhelmed to be selected to have Art Road Nonprofit at our school. For the
past 5 years, Art Road has brought art classes to our students twice a week. The students have the opportunity to show their
artsy talents while also increasing their daily attendance. Yes, because of Art Road our student attendance has increased. The
students really look forward to their art class. I would love to see Art Road receive a grant to cover some of the cost. Without
this program our art students will not have any art.”
Kimberly Davis, Principal Charles Wright Academy Arts & Science

“The Art Road has been a great community partner of Charles L. Spain Elementary School for a year and a half bringing art
classes to our students during the curriculum throughout the entire school year. As the principal, I have seen the masterful art
art the students are creating and hear from the teachers the benefit of having Art Road at our school.”
Ronald Alexander, Principal Charles L. Spain Elementary School
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IMPACT: What the Students are saying about Art Road
“ART IS LIFE”

Kendall

“Being an Artist is my Life”

Kayla

“I like all the art projects because their very creative. They even made me use my mind” Jamie

“I want to have art class every day because it is so cool and it just makes me feel good.”
Mykel, 5th grade student from Edison Elementary on “Detroit Performs” May 17, 2016

“I feel happy because I get to be myself and it’s a place where I get to hang out with
my friends and we all get to have fun”.
Teyanna, 4th grade student from Edison Elementary on “Detroit Performs” May 17,2016

“Art really just helps me express my creativity and my feelings”
Mykel, 5th grade student from Edison Elementary on “Detroit Performs” May 17, 2016
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IMPACT: What the Teachers are saying about Art Road

“It is awesome to have the collaboration of the artist working with our students.
It allows our students to express themselves and feel valued.” Ms. Ballard
“Opens their eyes to different career options.” Ms. McIntosh
“Art helps bridge a connection between the concepts-of-print for kindergarteners, they learn, that if the words
carry the meaning, then illustrations can supply the visuals towards a better understanding about what’s
being read or written…They are allowed to be creative and it’s a confidence builder, and they are proud of
what they do and like what they do. They enjoy it!” Ms. Smith

The students’ teachers are in the art room at all times with their students with the Art Road’s art instructor and
sit side by side with their students and do the art project along with their students. The teachers express
gratitude to Art Road to be able to express themselves creatively and see their students’ early childhood
development skills enhanced through art class. The teachers recognize the amazing art created by their students
and often are relating to the students the art lesson with a lessons they have been working on in other subjects.
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IMPACT: RESULTS
IMPACT:
RESULTS
Students:
90% Art class makes
me want to come to school.

Principals:

100% Art Road Art Program exceeds the
State of Michigan’s Art Education
Guidelines for Visual Arts.

97% Our school should continue to have

Teachers:

art class.

86% The Art Road Art Program has had a positive effect on
behavioral issues.

79% I can use art in my other classes, like
reading math and science.

82% Increased critical thinking skills as reflected in their
writing, class discussion, and the artistic choices made
throughout their project work.

84%

Art class helps me express myself and
what I am learning.

92%

I learn about famous artists in art
class.

92% Built the students capacity in arts making skills and
techniques from project to project, and
year to year.

88% Increased their students communication
skills and ability to work cooperatively with
others through their art form.

Data based on: 3 Principals, 41 Teachers, 998 Students from Edison Elementary, Spain
Elementary, and the Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science-June 2015
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Platinum Partner: Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
Edison Elementary School 5th Grade Students’
Field Trip to Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
Mr. Stuart’s fifth grade class had the opportunity to view their exhibited art amongst the Mercedes-Benz Financial
Services permanent art collection and Cranbrook Academy of Art student works, watch a video about famous artists,
and talk about their work. Our art students received personal recognition certificates for their artworks and lunch.
“We support organizations like Art Road because we feel that art education is an integral part of a well-rounded education curriculum
and is critical to developing the creators and innovators of the future,” says Greg Ruvolo, community relations manager for MercedesBenz Financial Services. “While Mercedes-Benz Financial Services has supported art education for quite some time, we are pleased to
see an overall renewed interest in art as a vital aspect of a child’s development and hope this will help organizations like Art Road
continue to grow.”
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Mercedes-Benz Financial Services Experiencing Perspectives Art Exhibition
Art Road Student Art on Display at
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services Experiencing Perspectives Art Exhibition
The Art Is Life canvas painted by Art Road students served as a spectacular backdrop for an evening of celebration at the Experiencing
Perspectives art exhibition at Mercedes-Benz Financial Services on October 29. Art Road students had masterful artwork describing
what art class means to them, such as Art Is Life, Art Is Everything and Art Is Forever exhibited at the reception, serving as testimony to
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services’ commitment to the arts and to supporting young Detroit artists.
Experiencing Perspectives is a celebration of the immense value of art in the workplace. Along with its partnership with Art Road,
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services also collaborates with Cranbrook Academy of Art to display cutting-edge pieces from the academy’s
graduate art program in the building’s lobby, hallways and conference rooms. Art Road student work was prominently displayed in the
company cafeteria.

“It is important for our company to display the work of Art Road students so that our employees and visitors can see the purpose
and outcome of our partnerships with organizations like Art Road,” says Leila Matta, manager of brand identity, design and art
programs for Mercedes-Benz Financial Services. “In particular, we chose to display the Art Road students’ artwork during our
annual Experiencing Perspectives fall art event so we can collectively celebrate all of our art education partnerships.”
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The Michigan Glass Project Main Event to benefit Art Road
by The Michigan Glass Project July 22-24 2016
The Michigan Glass Project Main Event was held on July 22nd through July 24th featuring 100 glassblowers from
around the country, 25 graffiti artists and 63 vendors. Master Glassblowers Banjo and Bob Snodgrass were
headliners of the week-end long LIVE Glassblowing and Art Making weekend.
Last year the event raised over $40,000 for Art Road. Results of this years event donation by January 1, 2017
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The Michigan Glass Project Main Event
Art Road Booth: Indoor & Outdoor Art Zones July 22-24 2016
Indoor Art Zone

Outdoor Art Zone
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CHARTREUSE: Evening of Kitchen & Cocktails to benefit Art Road
Chartreuse & Art Road Seeing Chartreuse, Pink and Blue
Young students and culinary masters connect while making art from repurposed kitchenware from the kitchen at Chartreuse.
On a crisp, sunny April afternoon, 28 second graders at Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science in Detroit file into art class ready to create.
Volunteers from Chartreuse Kitchen & Cocktails; Art Road staffers; and local artist Todd Patrick greet the children and help them put on old shirts to protect their
clothing. As students are given palettes of chartreuse, pink and blue paint and a piece of old kitchenware – pan lids, wisps, muffin tins, spatulas, and pots – Todd Patrick
tells them: “Look at the piece and imagine what it could be.”
The students are working on a signature community art project that was unveiled May 12th at Chartreuse, a Midtown Detroit eatery and
2016 Detroit Free Press/Metro Detroit Chevy Dealers Restaurant of the Year. The installation was on display starting May 12th and for a month raised awareness
about the mission of Art Road, a nonprofit that brings art class back to schools in Detroit. The student-created artwork and the nonprofit was celebrated at an Evening
of Kitchen & Cocktails at Chartreuse on May 12, with a portion of diner proceeds donated to Art Road.
For Doug Hewitt, executive chef at Chartreuse, the project is a good match. “We try to do things in Detroit to help kids – things that are organic and true. Art, music,
food are the heartbeat of every city,” says Hewitt. “Not that it’s dead in Detroit, but it needs to be re-nurtured.”
“I want diners to see the relationship,” says Todd Patrick. “Not just that it’s cookware and it’s a restaurant. But that the people who work in this building worked with
the students to create the piece.” “That’s the beauty of a collaborative piece,” says Todd Patrick. “It’s very spontaneous.”
Hewitt says that he’s glad his team took time from their busy schedules to pause and do their part. “It’s a huge responsibility to give back when we can,” says Hewitt,
“the experience has given me a sense of accomplishment in many ways. “I haven’t touched a paintbrush, unless it’s on a wall, since I was a kid their age,” says Hewitt.
“We got to do something different and meet these wonderful, fearless kids.”
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Chartreuse & Art Road Seeing Chartreuse, Pink and Blue
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College Hunks Hauling Junk & Moving
7th Annual Tigers Opening Day Tailgate & Art Supply Drive
April 8, 2016
College Hunks and friends raised $1,349.00 and collected five contractor bags of art supplies for our schools!
We are so grateful to Dan, Pat, and everyone at College Hunks Hauling Junk & Moving for giving the gift
of art to our students! Special thanks to our Food & Beverage Sponsors-Great Baraboo, LKL Packing Inc.,
Soggy Bottom Bar, and Hoffman’s Chop Shop!
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SHOP DINE LOVE
BENFIT HOSTED BY PINK PUMP
AND THE BIRD AND THE BREAD
February 13, 2016
“PINK PUMP and Art Road share the same passion for creativity that empowers children to be the best that they can be. The new PINK
PUMP brand exhibits leadership and exemplary professionalism in which positively impacts the communities we serve and live. As
parents, it is our responsibility to support programs that reflect our beliefs and value system,” said Vincent and Kelly Barbara-Ford
Kirkwood, owners of PINK PUMP.
We are deeply grateful that Kelly and Vincent wish to see the next generation have the opportunity to be creative through art
class and that they opened their hearts and their Pink Pump store to shoppers on February 13th to benefit Art Road. Vincent Kirkwood
is also a passionate board member of Art Road and he and Kelly have been engaged in our mission for years.
We are also grateful to Kristen Jonna of The Bird and The Bread Restaurant for dining specials on February 13 th. Kristen stated that as an
owner she believes in exceptional food, design and service and as a mom, she believes in an art education.
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Art Road on Detroit Public Television
http://video.dptv.org/video/2365756415
Art Road's segment on “Detroit Performs” featured our art students from Edison Elementary School,
our volunteers from: our Platinum Partner, Mercedes-Benz Financial Services, our Gold Partner, Lear
Corporation, along with our guest artists from our Gold Partner, The Michigan Glass Project and Wayne
State University. The Detroit Public Television film crew captured Ms. Smith's kindergarten class as they
watched and squealed when the glassblowers did a live demonstration and then filmed our 3rd, 4th
and 5th graders and volunteers make clay dogs and modern art in the afternoon. It was a super
charged day of art!
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Art Road on Detroit Public Television
Art Road Named Best of Season Four!
http://video.dptv.org/video/2365756415
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Art Road Media Highlights
March 8, 2016
Art Road featured on CBS “Eye on Detroit” morning segment

April 29, 2016
Detroit Public Television returns to Edison to film two art classes with their host, DJ Oliver for “Detroit Performs”

May 11, 2016
Carol Hofgartner, Executive Director, Art Road was on 910 AM, the Karen Dumas show.
Karen came to art class at Spain Elementary on May 24, 2016
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Art Road Media Highlights Cont’d
May 17, 2016
Art Road Segment: “Detroit Performs” on Detroit Public Television at 7:30 pm
July 19, 2016
Art Road Segment Named: “Best of Season Four” and re-aired on Detroit Public Television at 7:30 pm
July 21, 2016
Carol Hofgartner, Executive Director, Art Road was on WJR 760 AM, the Frank Beckmann show
Topic: Art Road as beneficiary of The Michigan Glass Project Main Event July 22-24
July 22, 2016
Chevy filmed Kimberly Holback, Art Road Art Instructor and young artists at The Michigan Glass Project Main Event
for "Chevy Detroit Champions.“
Chevy is creating a series of stories focusing on people, volunteers, and organizations who use a Chevy Vehicle to assist in
creating a positive impact within the local community.

August 21, 2016
Art Road Segment Aired for 3rd time: “Detroit Performs” on channel 56 Detroit Public Television
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Guest Artists – Careers in the Arts

Automotive Design with GM Designer-Christos Roustemis

Collage art with Todd Patrick: The “Art is Life, Art is Everything, Art is Forever” three panel series

Glass Blowing Demonstration by The Michigan Glass Project-Allison & Drew
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The Volunteers of Art Road
Art Road is always privileged to have such great volunteers who donate their time in the art rooms and at our events; this year we had
volunteers from: Mercedes-Benz Financial Services, The Michigan Glass Project, Lear Corporation, Wayne State University, My Locker,
MRA experiential tours & equipment, Brightwing, Tri-Chem, Blue Cross Blue Shield, GM, Chartreuse, Pink Pump and more.
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Art Road Donors
$40,000-$50,000
Mercedes-Benz Financial Services
The Michigan Glass Project
$20,000-$25,000
Lear Corporation
Reid Family Foundation
$5,000-$15,000
Whole Foods
$1,000-$4,999
Anderson, John
Brightwing
Charity Long
Chartreuse: Evening of Kitchen & Cocktails
College Hunks Moving Junk & Storage Detroit Tigers Opening Day Tailgate Party
Edison Elementary School
Inner State LLC
Rachel Kolling’s 24th Birthday fundraiser, Network for Good
Nextep Systems
The Brian & Connie Demkowicz Charitable Fund
Wayne County Sheriff Youth and Senior Education Fund
Zingerman’s Training
$501-$999
Ptasznik, John & Julie- Birthdays Celebration
Parks, Andra-50th Birthday Party
$225-$500
Blank, Charlotte
Borowski, Jane
Greenhalgh, Noreen
Herrick, Marc
Hochstein, Justin
Hoogendoorn, Dave & Deb
Kuderik, John
McCarren, Anne
MRA experiential tours and equipment
Phillips, Linda – In Memory of Jane Phillips
Ptasznik, John and Julie
Redico-Continuum Services, Jeans Day

$25-$224
Anderson, Cathi
Bandoni-Menhart, Joanne
Behrens, Matthew
Birnbyer, Katherine
Cause Cast
Charity Motors-The Parks Family Vehicle
Christie, Elizabeth
Cox, Anne
Curlew, Kyle
Dabrowski, Charles
Grelak, Pat
Hedge, Tina
Hohendorf, Suzette
Just Give
Kingzett, Kristen
Knapp, Kim
Melnick, Stephanie
Moffitt, Lina
Nolan, Roxanne
Novak, Michael
Peternick, Juliette
Pink Pump, Shop Dine Love fundraiser
Rabah, Joann
Spencer , Sean
Laurie Tennent Studio
The Bird and The Bread Restaurant, Shop Dine Love fundraiser
Woodson, Stephanie
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In Memory of Marjorie S. Fisher
The Max M. & Marjorie S. Fisher Foundation provided the cornerstone grants which allowed Art Road to expand our art program years ago
to Charles Wright Academy of Arts & Science and to Spain Elementary School. The Max M. & Marjorie S. Foundation of Detroit said
that Fisher's personal philosophy behind her philanthropy was to start with her heart and then move to using her head. "You are here for a
reason — to help other people,’ ” she often said. “Everything in life is based on love and what you can do to help others. The rest is just
cream — sometimes sour cream — but it's all cream."
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